
Pediatrics Intake

Form # BH 40 eng
Form Date: 07/31/20

Patient Name:      Patient DOB: 

Sex:      Gender Identity: 

Enrichment & Counseling Center

Today’s Date: 

Family Data

Mother Age Custody

     Employment Education Live in Home

Father Age Custody

    Employment Education Live in Home

Stepparent Age Custody

    Employment Education Live in Home

Stepparent Age Custody

    Employment Education Live in Home

Sibling Name(s) Age In Home Relationship

Family Status:   Single Parent       Married       Seperated        Divorced        Re-married

*Please provide a copy of custody agreement as needed. 

Primary language(s) spoken in home: 

Are all caregivers supportive of patient being in BH services?    Yes    No

If no, please explain: 
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Presenting Problem

Describe the patient’s current difficulties: 

When was the problem first noticed? 

How did this problem come to your attention?  

Who has tried to help with this problem?  Family        School        Professionals        Friends        No one

What has been done to help the problem?  

What evaluation or treatment has the patient already received for the current problem or similar problems? 

Who provided the treatment and when was it?  

What seems to help the problem? 

What seems to make the problem worse?  

Additional information related to primary concern:
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Developmental History

During pregnancy, was mother on medication/drugs?   No  Yes  What kind? 

During pregnancy, did mother smoke?     No  Yes  How much?

During pregnancy,  did mother drink alcoholic beverages?  No  Yes  How much?

During pregnancy, did mother take/use drugs?    No  Yes  What kind?

Were there complications during delivery?    No  Yes  What kind?

Were forceps used during delivery?     No  Yes

Was a Caesarean section performed?     No  Yes  For what reason?

Was the patient premature or overdue?     No  Yes  By how many weeks?

Were there any feeding problems?     No  Yes  What kind?

Were there any sleeping problems?     No  Yes  What kind?

As an infant, was the patient quiet?     No  Yes

As an infant, did the patient like to be held?    No  Yes

As an infant, was the patient alert?     No  Yes

Did the patient have difficulty gaining weight?    No  Yes

Were there any growth or developmental problems?   No  Yes  What kind?

At approximately what age did the patient display the following?

Behavior Age

showed response to parent
rolled over
sat alone
crawled
walked alone
babbled
spoke first word
put several words together

Behavior Age

dressed self
became toilet trained
stayed dry at night
fed self
used a spoon
rode tricycle
wrote name
tied shoelaces 

Patient Medical History

Is the patient on any medication at this time?    Yes    No

Name of medication:  Dosage: 

Prescribed & monitored by:  When started: 

For treatment of: 

Please indicate any illness or condition that the patient has ever had:

Illness/Condition Age

serious illness
operations
hospitalizations
head injury
freq. headaches

Illness/Condition Age

visual problems
hearing problems
allergies
memory problems
concentration difficulty

Illness/Condition Age

severe moods
suicide attempt
anxiety
other:
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Place a check next to any behavior or problem that the patient currently exhibits:

 difficulty with speech                 frequent temper tantrums       prefers to be alone

 difficulty with language                 frequent nightmares        wets bed

 difficulty with hearing                 trouble sleeping        bangs head

 difficulty with vision                 does not get along with siblings      is aggressive

 slow to learn                   difficulty establishing trust       is stubborn

 shy or timid                   poor bladder/bowel control       is clumsy

 too active                   abuses alcogol/drugs        tells lies

 rocks back and forth                 tendency to worry        eats poorly

 rejected by others                  looks to others to solve problems      holds breath

 cruel to animals                  trouble making/keeping friends      gives up easily

 has blank spells                  special fears/mannerisms       is impulsive

 sucks thumb                   shows daredevil behavior       is moody

 more interested in                   engages in behavior that       bites nails

     objects than people                     could be dangerous to others       other:

Comments:  

                         

Illness/Condition Relation

cancer
diabetes
heart trouble
seizure/epilepsy
alcoholism
drug use
depression
nervousness
anxiety

Illness/Condition Relation

psychological problems
suicide attempt
hyperactivity
behavior problems
attention problems
learning difficulties
speech problems
other

Family Medical History

Educational History

School currently/most recently attended: 

Current grade or last grade completed:  Primary Teacher: 

Class:    Average grades earned: 

Class:    Average grades earned: 

Class:    Average grades earned: 

Class:    Average grades earned: 

Class:    Average grades earned: 

Class:    Average grades earned: 
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Please check any educational difficulty that the patient currently exhibits:

 word reading               memory

 spelling                writing

 reading comprehension              other subject areas

 listening comprehension              does not like school

Is the patient in special education classes?    No  Yes  What kind? 

Has the patient ever been held back in a grade?   No  Yes  What grade(s)?

Has the patient ever been home-schooled?    No  Yes  What grade(s)?

Has the patient ever attended summer school?    No  Yes  What kind?

Has the patient ever received tutoring?     No  Yes  How long?

Has the patient ever received speech therapy?    No  Yes  How long?

Has the patient ever received school counseling?   No  Yes  How long?

Has the patient ever received physical/   

occupational therapy?       No  Yes  How long?

How much school has the patient missed?    

Social and Behavioral History

Has the patient ever been expelled/suspended from school?   No  Yes  

Has the patient ever been in trouble with the law?    No  Yes 

Has the patient been verbally abused?       No  Yes  Suspected

Has the patient been physically abused?      No  Yes  Suspected

Has the patient been sexually abused?        No  Yes  Suspected

Has the patient experienced other significant trauma?      No  Yes  Suspected

Form(s) of discipline used when the patient behaves inappropriately?

Approach Effective? Y/N

Form(s) of reinforcement used when the patient behaves inappropriately?

Approach Effective? Y/N
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Favorite activities:  

Activities would like to engage in more often than he/she does currently?  

Least favorite activites?  

What are the patient’s assests or strengths?  

Name of who completed this form Date completed 
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